**Level 1 - Fire Restrictions**

**What is NOT ALLOWED?**

- All personal uses of fireworks are prohibited.
- Any fire not within a permanently constructed fire pit, ring, or grate on PUBLIC or PRIVATE land.
- Fires contained within portable devices (chimineas, grills and tiki torches) on PUBLIC lands.
- Smoking outdoors in an area that is not cleared of all combustible material.
- Target shooting on PUBLIC lands, including the use of explosive targets.
- Using any internal or external combustion engine WITHOUT a spark-arresting device.
- Welding or operating acetylene or other torch with open flame in an area that is NOT cleared at least 10 feet in diameter and NOT in possession of a chemical pressurized fire extinguisher.

**What is ALLOWED?**

- Professional fireworks displays are allowed.
- Fires contained within permanently constructed fire pit, ring or grate on PRIVATE land; or within a fee-charged PUBLIC recreational site, such as campgrounds.
- Fires contained within liquid fueled or gas fueled stoves, lanterns, or heating devices on PUBLIC or PRIVATE land.
- Smoking within an enclosed vehicle, building, developed recreation site, or in an area that is cleared of all combustible material.
- Shooting or discharging firearms on PRIVATE land.
- Using internal or external combustion engines WITH a spark-arresting device.
- Welding or operating acetylene or other torch with open flame in cleared areas of at least 10 feet in diameter and in possession of a chemical pressurized fire extinguisher.